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Windows Phone 7.5 Application Development with F# (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Develop amazing applications for Windows Phone using F#


	Overview

	
		Understand the Windows Phone application development environment and F# as a language
	
		Discover how to work with Windows Phone controls using F#
	
		Learn how to work with gestures, navigation, and data access

...
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Practical Internet Server Configuration: Learn to Build a Fully Functional and Well-Secured Enterprise Class Internet ServerApress, 2021

	Learn the skills to complete the full installation, configuration, and maintenance of an enterprise class internet server, no matter what Unix-like operating system you prefer. This book will rapidly guide you towards real system administration, with clear explanations along the way.
	
		
			After a chapter explaining the most...
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AI for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2004
Written for the novice AI programmer, AI for Game  Developers introduces you to techniques such as  finite state machines, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and  many others, in straightforward, easy-to-understand  language, supported with code samples throughout the entire  book (written in C/C++). From basic...
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The Little Mac Book, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
Adopting a back-to-the-basics approach, this best-selling little Mac classic has been revised and overhauled to introduce users to Tiger, Apple's newest version of its revolutionary operating system.    In the gentle, friendly, funny style that generations of computer users have come to know and love, author Robin Williams shows readers how to dive...
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Java Design Patterns: A TutorialAddison Wesley, 2000

	Design patterns have become a staple of object-oriented design and programming by providing elegant, easy-to-reuse, and maintainable solutions to commonly encountered programming challenges. However, many busy Java programmers have yet to learn about design patterns and incorporate this powerful technology into their work.

...
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The Essential Guide to Flex 2 with ActionScript 3.0Friends of Ed, 2007
Flex 2 represents something of a revolution in web applications. It is the next evolutionary step of Flash, which has grown from a web animation tool to a powerful enterprise web design and development tool. with nearly 98% of all web browsers and cellular phones running the Flash player needed to use Flash and Flex applications, knowledge of Flex...
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Beginning C# 2005 Databases: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006

	Beginning C# 2005 Databases: From Novice to Professional teaches you everything you need to know about relational databases, the SQL database language, and ADO.NET 2.0. You'll also get a sound start in developing console, Windows Forms, ASP.NET, and even XML database applications.


	This book also teaches you database...
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A Developer's Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server: Covering SQL Server 2005 and 2008Addison Wesley, 2008
Model SQL Server Databases That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly 

Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well, scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005, theoretical...
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HVAC Water Chillers and Cooling Towers: Fundamentals, Application, and Operation (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2003
HVAC Water Chillers and Cooling Towers provides fundamental principles and practical techniques for the design, application, purchase, operation, and maintenance of water chillers and cooling towers. Written by a leading expert in the field, the book analyzes topics such as piping, water treatment, noise control, electrical service, and energy...
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Pragmatic Guide to JavaScript (Pragmatic Guides)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		The JavaScript ecosystem can be tough to hack through, even for experienced programmers. There are so many extensive JavaScript reference books and competing libraries to choose from-Prototype, jQuery, MooTools, YUI, Dojo, ExtJS, and so on.

		

		Christophe Porteneuve is here to help: he gives you fundamentals, the most...
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Write Your Way into Animation and Games: Create a Writing Career in Animation and GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Audiovisual storytelling has a long, well-developed history. As far back as
	the earliest known prehistoric times, human beings have communicated the
	essence of story through the use of pictures and sound: whether it’s cave paintings
	of the hunt, a poet proclaiming the epic adventures of Odysseus, Greek
	actors performing tragedy...
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Marmalade SDK Mobile Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern mobile devices are capable of supporting video games of amazing quality but there are so many different devices and platforms how can you support them all? The answer is to use the Marmalade SDK to write your code once and deploy it to all popular mobile platforms at the touch of a button.


	Marmalade SDK Mobile Game...
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